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Abstract: A significant portion of Sanskrit literature com-
posed over more than three millennia beginning with the
Vedic hymns is composed in metrical verse. Discussion
of particular types of Sanskrit meter appears even in the
oldest extant Vedic text, the R

˚
gveda, and the science of

meter documenting various poetic meters is mentioned in
the oldest lists of disciplines. Based on an analysis of the
standard classical works of the science of poetics, Velankar
(1949) compiled an exhaustive list of more than six hun-
dred different meters which was included by Apte, Gode,
and Karve (1957–1959) as an appendix. The present paper
presents Web-based software that analyzes Sanskrit metri-
cal patterns and identifies meters. While using a precise
phonetic encoding it yet allows numerous input methods
and accepts either accented or unaccented text. The soft-
ware has been successfully tested on a database of 1031
verses in the Pañcākhyānaka, including 291 verses in 23
different types of meters besides Anus.t.ubh. The software
should be widely useful to Sanskrit students and scholars,
especially those who focus on poetics.

Keywords: prosody, metrics, poetics, Sanskrit meter, meter
identification, syllable parsing

1 Introduction

A major portion of Sanskrit literature is in the form of poetry. The
proportion of Sanskrit literature composed in verse over the pe-
riod of more than three millennia from which works are extant is
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significant. The earliest Vedic works, R
˚

gveda, Sāmaveda, Atha-
rvaveda, and much of the Yajurveda, are composed in verse. The
great epics Mahābhārata and Rāmāyan. a are composed almost ex-
clusively in verse. Works in every genre of classical Sanskrit liter-
ature from mathematics, linguistics, medicine, and philosophy to
the dramatic and literary arts are composed in verse. There are two
main purposes behind versification:

1. Composing a text in verse makes it easy to memorize.
2. Versified text is suitable for melodic and rhythmic chanting.

Much of Indic verse literature was intended for oral transmission,
ritual, and public performance.

The large body of Sanskrit poetry is composed in specific met-
rical patterns. Several metrical patterns are identified and dis-
cussed even in the R

˚
gveda itself. Among the six ancillary disci-

plines called Vedāṅgas associated with the study and understand-
ing of the Vedas is the science of metrics (chandas). The Pān. inı̄-
yaśiks. ā calls this science the feet of the Veda, chandah. pādau tu
vedasya (PS. 41).

Identification of meter presents a difficult task for students and
scholars of Sanskrit. To offer assistance in this task, the present
work develops a software tool to recognize them automatically.
Recently Mishra (2007) developed software to analyze metrical
patterns. His software, which he deemed a test version, recog-
nizes 1,352 metrical patterns (http://sanskrit.sai.uni-
heidelberg.de/Chanda/HTML/). Although the work is
prodigious, a few deficiencies detract from it:

1. It recognizes only meters with a fixed number of syllables
per verse quarter (pāda) and cannot recognize meters based
upon the number of moræ (mātrās).

2. It requires special treatment of contiguous vowels since the
Kyoto-Harvard encoding which it requires as input fails to
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distinguish sequences of the contiguous simple vowels aï
and aü from the diphthongs ai and au.

3. It does not handle accented text, again due to limitations of
the Kyoto-Harvard encoding.

This paper presents a Sanskrit metrical analyzer, which we call
‘Meter Identifying Tool’ (MIT), that improves upon Mishra’s work
in some respects. It analyzes a wide range of meters, uses a pre-
cise phonetic encoding that accommodates accented text, and al-
lows numerous input methods. While at present our tool recog-
nizes only 661 metrical patterns, these include several types of
meters based upon the number of moræ. Processing is done in
the Sanskrit Library Phonetic Basic encoding (SLP1) documented
by Scharf and Hyman (2011: 151–58). SLP1 distinguishes diph-
thongs from sequential simple vowels and provides methods to in-
dicate accented texts.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
source texts on which this work is based. Section 3 describes the
structure of Sanskrit meters. Section 4 describes MIT including
our database of metrical forms (§4.1), the form of input and ouput
(§4.2), and our algorithm for the identification of metrical patterns
(§4.3). Section 5 evaluates the results of testing our tool. Conclu-
sions and future work are discussed in section 6.

2 Sources describing Sanskrit meters

Ollett (2013) recently summarized the history of the Indian science
of poetics. The standard classical works include Piṅgala’s Cha-
ndah. śāstra (c. 200 BCE) (Joseph 2011), Jayadeva’s Jayadevacha-
ndas (c. 600 CE), Jayakı̄rti’s Chando’nuśāsana (11th c.), Hemaca-
ndra’s Chando’nuśāsana (12th c.) (Velankar 1949), and Kedāra-
bhat.t.a’s Vr

˚
ttaratnākara (11–12th c.) (Kedārabhat.t.a 1942) among

others. Piṅgala’s Chandah. śāstra provides definitions of various
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kinds of meters in a sūtra text consisting of eight chapters. After
a general introduction to prosody in the first chapter and before
discussing the origin of meters in the closing chapter, Kedārabha-
t.t.a describes four types of meters in the central four chapters of
his Vr

˚
ttaratnākara. Jayadeva introduced the brilliant mnemonic

technique of composing the definition of a metrical pattern in the
very metrical pattern to be defined. For example, the definition
of the Indravajrā meter given in (2) below (p. 332) consists of a
verse quarter in that meter. Such a definition is said to be endowed
with the object to be defined as well as its definition and is thus
termed in Sanskrit laks. yalaks. an. asaṁyukta. Later poetic works on
Sanskrit meter employ this technique of definition as well.

Apte, Gode, and Karve (1957–1959) incorporated in Appendix
A ‘Sanskrit prosody’ the list of Sanskrit metrical patterns com-
piled by Velankar (1949) from several of the classical Sanskrit po-
etic treatises. The second part of this appendix, called ‘A clas-
sified list of Sanskrit meters,’ contains 769 metrical definitions.
MIT presently recognizes 661 of these, including all of the fixed-
syllable (varn. avr

˚
tta) meters except those of the dan. d. aka variety.

Although MIT includes several meters based upon the number of
moræ, it has yet to include the bulk of these.

3 Sanskrit prosody

Sanskrit prosody is metrical. Numerous metrical patterns of sev-
eral general types are based upon varying sequences of light and
heavy syllables that constitute a verse quarter or a line constituting
half a verse. After explaining the factors that determine syllable
weight, we describe basic units for the two major types of meter,
that based upon numbers of syllables (varn. avr

˚
tta) and that based

upon number of moræ (mātrāvr
˚

tta).
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3.1 Syllable weight

Phonetically, a syllable consists of a single sonorous peak sur-
rounded by less sonorous elements. In Sanskrit, syllables consist
of a single vowel or diphthong possibly preceded by up to five
consonants and possibly followed by a coda consisting of one or
two consonants. Indic scripts orthographically represent syllables
by any initial consonants, the vowel, and possibly an anusvāra or
visarga. For metrical purposes, syllable weight is determined by
vowel length and the presence or absence of a subsequent conso-
nant cluster. There are two weights for a syllable, viz. light (laghu)
and heavy (guru). Pān. ini in his As. t.ādhyāyı̄ dedicated 3 aphorisms
to explain the weight of vowels:

• A. 1.4.10 :hò ;~vMa l+.Gua Á A short vowel is termed laghu.

• A. 1.4.11 .sMa;ya;ea;gea gua:� Á (:hò ;~va;m,a 10) A short vowel immediately
followed by a consonant cluster is termed guru.

• A. 1.4.12 d� ;a;G a ..ca Á (gua:� 11) A long vowel is also termed guru.

In classical Sanskrit poetry, the conditions for determining a
light or heavy vowel, and a convention for marking them in writ-
ing, are described by Kedārabhat.t.a in the following verse:

.sa;a;nua;~va;a:=+ea ;
a;va;sa;ga;Ra;nta;ea d� ;a;Ga;eRa yua;�+:pa:=+(ãÉa yaH Á
va;a :pa;a;d;a;ntea tva;sa;Ea gva;kÒ +:ea ¼ea;ya;eaY;nya;ea ma;a;
a:�a;k+:ea lx +juaH Á Á
(VR. 1.9 Kedārabhat.t.a 1942: 6)
‘A syllable is heavy if it has an anusvāra, a visarga, or
a long vowel, or is followed by a consonant cluster,
and optionally if it occurs at the end of a pāda. A
heavy syllable is denoted by a curly symbol (Y) and a
light by a straight line ( Á ).’

Apte, Gode, and Karve (1957–1959: Appendix A, p. 1b) adds,
“The consonant clusters :pra & :hò , as also b.ra & kÒ are said to be excep-
tions, before which the vowel may be short by a sort of poetical
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license.” In this paper, instead of the avagraha and dan. d. a, we use
the modern notations macron for heavy and breve for light. We
use vā in our database to indicate the optional heaviness of the
final syllable of a pāda. For example, consider the Vasantatilakā
verse quarter

(1) ;�a;na;nd;ntua n�a;a;�a;ta;�a;na;pua;¾a;a ya;
a;d va;a .~tua;va;ntua.

Here the last syllable u is laghu. But the definition of the Vasanta-
tilakā meter requires the final syllable of each verse quarter to be
heavy. In accordance with the rule concerning optional heaviness
of the final syllable of a pāda (vā pādānte), however, it may be
considered heavy and thus, the verse quarter matches the Vasanta-
tilakā metrical pattern.

3.2 The basic unit of varn. avr
˚

tta meter: gan. a

The term gan. a is a technical term in metrics for a sequence of
three syllables. Every possible pattern of light and heavy syllables
is designated by a compound beginning with a single character and
ending in this term. Since there are two possible weights, laghu or
guru, for three syllables, there are eight (23 = 8) types of gan. as. A
popular verse of unknown origin describes the eight possible tri-
syllabic weight patterns, designated by the same number of terms,
by indicating where in the sequence of three syllables a light or
heavy syllable appears.

º;a;
a;d;ma;Dya;a;va;sa;a;nea;Sua ya:=+ta;a ya;a;�////�a;nta l+.a;Ga;va;m,a Á
Ba:ja;sa;a ga;Ea:=+vMa ya;a;�////�a;nta ma;na;Ea tua gua:�+:l+.a;Ga;va;m,a Á Á
‘At the beginning, middle, and end respectively, y, r,
and t go to lightness; B, j, and s go to heaviness, but
m and n go to heaviness and lightness.’
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Table 1 presents the eight patterns described in the verse.

Table 1
Gan. a patterns

¯ stands for guru and ˘ for laghu

No. ga;¾a gan. a pattern
1 m,a m ¯ ¯ ¯
2 y,a y ˘ ¯ ¯
3 .=, r ¯ ˘ ¯
4 t,a t ¯ ¯ ˘
5 B,a bh ¯ ˘ ˘
6 .j,a j ˘ ¯ ˘
7 .s,a s ˘ ˘ ¯
8 n,a n ˘ ˘ ˘

3.3 The basic unit of mātrāvr
˚

tta meter: caturmātrika

Groups of syllables measuring four moræ (mātrā) constitute the
basic unit of meters based on the number of moræ. A laghu sylla-
ble is counted as one mātrā and a guru as two. Four mātrās consti-
tute a caturmātrika. There are five possible patterns of a caturmā-
trika as shown in Table 2.

3.4 Types of meters

As mentioned above, there are two major types of meters: varn. a-
vr
˚

tta and mātrāvr
˚

tta, the first of which is based upon patterns of
gan. as and the second of which is based upon patterns of caturmā-
trikas. The first type has three subtypes. Hence the four types of
meters are as follows:

1. varn. avr
˚

tta
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Table 2
Mātrā patterns

No. Caturmātrā Pattern
1 sarvaguru (G) ¯ ¯
2 bhagan. a (B) ¯ ˘ ˘
3 jagan. a (j) ˘ ¯ ˘
4 sagan. a (s) ˘ ˘ ¯
5 sarvalaghu (L) ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘

a. samavr
˚

tta
b. ardhasamavr

˚
tta

c. vis.amavr
˚

tta

2. mātrāvr
˚

tta

A samavr
˚

tta meter has the same gan. a pattern in each of its four
pādas. An ardhasamavr

˚
tta meter has two gan. a patterns, one in

its first and third pādas, and a different gan. a pattern in its second
and fourth pādas. A vis.amavr

˚
tta meter may have a different gan. a

pattern in each of its four pādas. A mātrāvr
˚

tta meter has a different
pattern of caturmātrikas in its first and second lines.

Metrical patterns are defined by describing the sequences of
gan. as or caturmātrikas in a verse quarter or line. For example,
the samavr

˚
tta meter Indravajrā is defined by stating that each verse

quarter consists of the pattern of gan. as t t j g g. Apte, Gode, and
Karve (1957–1959: Appendix A, p. 4a) provides the following
laks.yalaks.an. asaṁyukta definition of the Indravajrā meter:

(2) .~ya;a;
a;d;ndÒ +va:j"a;a ya;
a;d ta;Ea .ja;ga;Ea gaH
syādindravajrā yadi tau jagau gah.

¯ ¯ ˘ | ¯ ¯ ˘ | ˘ ¯ ˘ | ¯ ¯
‘That is called indravajrā if it consists of t t j g g.’
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We provide additional examples of the patterns of gan. as or catu-
rmātrikas in verses while describing the output of MIT in §5 below.

4 Meter Identifying Tool (MIT)

MIT consists of a database of metrical definitions and a Java pro-
gram. We describe the structure of the database, the input and
output, and our algorithm for conducting metrical analysis in the
following three subsections.

4.1 Meter database

Our meter database contains metrical definitions in an easily read-
able text file. The meter pattern conforms to a different prototype
for each of the four types of meters described in §3.4. Because a
samavr

˚
tta meter has the same pattern in all four pādas, it is suffi-

cient for the database to contain just one pattern for a pāda to de-
fine all four pādas of a verse. Besides the pāda pattern, a Boolean
variable indicates whether the metrical definition permits optional
heaviness of the final syllable of a pāda (vā pādānte); the value
is indicated as true when it does. Thus, a samavr

˚
tta metrical def-

inition is stored in a prototype containing the meter name and a
single pattern plus the Boolean value. Because an ardhasamavr

˚
tta

meter has one pattern for its first and third pādas but a different
pattern for its second and fourth pādas, the database must include
two patterns in its metrical definition each of which is followed by
the Boolean value. Because each of the four pādas of a vis.amavr

˚
tta

meter may have a different pattern, the database must include in its
metrical definition four patterns each with its Boolean value. For
mātrāvr

˚
tta meters, the patterns of caturmātrikas for the first and

second lines are different. Thus a mātrāvr
˚

tta meter is stored with
two patterns each of which is followed by the Boolean value. Ta-
ble 3 shows the prototypes of each of the four types of meters and
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the number of metrical definitions of each type of meter contained
in our database as of the date of publication.

Table 3
Prototypes of each of the four types of meters

and the number of meters of each type in our database

Meter type Prototype Quantity
samavr

˚
tta <meter name>

<pattern1> <vA>
587

ardhasamavr
˚

tta <meter name>
<pattern1> <vA>
<pattern2> <vA>

48

vis.amavr
˚

tta <meter name>
<pattern1> <vA>
<pattern2> <vA>
<pattern3> <vA>
<pattern4> <vA>

14

mātrāvr
˚

tta <meter name>
<pattern1> <vA>
<pattern2> <vA>

12

Total 661

4.2 Input and output

MIT is an interactive program that accepts a full verse, line, or
verse quarter in Sanskrit and returns a five-part analysis. If the
input consists of a line or verse, the first line must end in a sin-
gle dan. d. a and the second in a double dan. d. a. While at present
the input and display is in SLP1 (the encoding in which process-
ing is performed), the tool will soon be provided with the Sanskrit
Library transcoding preferences that include input from and out-
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put to popular meta-encodings such as Kyoto-Harvard, ITrans, Ti-
tus, Velthuis, and Hyderabad-Tirupati (WX), as well as to Unicode
Roman, and the Unicode representation of major Indic scripts De-
vanagari, Gurmukhi, Kannada, Bengali, Telugu, Malayalam, Gu-
jarati and Oriya. The analysis returned consists of the following
five parts:

1. name and type of meter linked to a definition of the meter
2. the string parsed into orthographic syllables
3. the scansion (prastāra) of the string showing the pattern of

light and heavy syllables.
4. the pattern of gan. as or caturmātrikas
5. the number of syllables or mātrās

4.3 Algorithm

After transcoding the input text to SLP1, the first task is to remove
any non-phonetic characters, except the periods that represent da-
n. d. as at the end of lines. The second step is to divide the string into
syllables. The definition of an orthographic syllable is C∗V X?,
where C stands for a consonant, V stands for a vowel, X stands
for the set {anusvāra, visarga, jihvāamūlı̄ya, upadhmānı̄ya}, and ∗
and ? are regular expression quantifiers representing zero or more
and zero or one respectively. The regular expression used to match
an orthographic syllable in SLP1 is therefore:

[yvrlYmNRnJBGQDjbgqdKPCWTcwtkpSzsh]*
[aAiIuUfFxXeEoO][HMZV]?

Consonants final in a line are grouped with the last orthographic
syllable.

Once the syllables are found, we find the weights of the syl-
lables, and then attempt to determine the pattern of gan. as or ca-
turmātrikas. More restrictive metrical patterns are checked before
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less restrictive ones. The input verse is checked for the samavr
˚

-
tta, ardhasamavr

˚
tta and vis.amavr

˚
tta metrical patterns in that order.

Only when the input verse does not match any of these patterns,
do we search for a mātrāvr

˚
tta meter pattern.

If the input text lacks line-end markers, it is assumed to be a
single pāda and to belong to the samavr

˚
tta type of meter. If line

markers are present then an attempt is made to divide the lines
into pādas since these are not demarcated in the input. The pāda
boundary is required for the meters of the varn. avr

˚
tta types, not for

the mātrāvr
˚

tta meters which are defined according to patterns per
line.

We first check the number of syllables per line and proceed to
search for the appropiate type of meter based upon the following
conditions:

1. If the number of syllables in the first line is the same as in
the second line and each line contains an even number of
syllables, then we divide the lines in half, generate the gan. a
patterns for each pāda, and check whether the patterns of all
pādas are the same. If so, we search for the pattern among
the samavr

˚
tta meter definitions before proceeding to search

for the pattern among the ardhasamavr
˚

tta and vis.amavr
˚

tta
types.

2. If the number of syllables in the first line is the same as in
the second line, but each line contains an odd number of
syllables, then the verse cannot be of the samavr

˚
tta type. In

this case, the search for a pattern proceeds directly to those
among the ardhasamavr

˚
tta type and, if not found, to those

among the vis.amavr
˚

tta type.
3. If the number of syllables in the first line is different from

the number in the second line, then the verse cannot be of the
samavr

˚
tta or ardhasamavr

˚
tta types. In this case, the search
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for a pattern proceeds directly to those among the vis.amavr
˚

-
tta type.

Now, it is easy to find the pāda boundaries in samavr
˚

tta meters
because the number of syllables is the same in each pāda and we
can divide the set of syllables in each line into two equal parts. For
the ardhasamavr

˚
tta meters containing different numbers of sylla-

bles in each pāda, or vis.amavr
˚

tta meters, on the other hand, we
need a different method because there are numerous possible di-
visions of each line into pādas. If {x,y} represents the number of
syllables in pādas one and two respectively, then, for example, for
an input line containing 17 syllables, it is possible to divide a line
into pādas containing various numbers of syllables, {8,9}, {9,8},
{7,10}, {10,7}, etc. In general, for an input line containing x syl-
lables, we will have x− 1 possible pairs. This corresponds to the
fact that the first pāda can contain any number of syllables from 1
to x−1, and the second pāda will contain the remaining syllables.

For each possible division of a meter into pādas as described
above, we search for matching gan. a patterns of the pādas in our
database to determine whether there exists a meter definition that
matches these patterns. If we find a match, we stop searching and
output the result.

If the input verse does not match any of the samavr
˚

tta, ardha-
samavr

˚
tta or vis.amavr

˚
tta type meters, we attempt to match it with

the mātrāvr
˚

tta meters. The patterns for mātrāvr
˚

tta meters can be
implemented using a regular expression search. For example, the
pattern for the Āryā meter is: J4J4JjJg or J4J4JLJg, where
j corresponds to jagan. a as listed in Table 2, g corresponds to a
guru syllable, 4 corresponds to any of the caturmātrika patterns,
J corresponds to any caturmātrika pattern other than jagan. a, and
L corresponds to a sarvalaghu. Hence we first convert each of the
meter definitions for mātrāvr

˚
tta meters into an equivalent regular

expression automatically. Then, we try to match the input verse
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with the regular expressions corresponding to the various defini-
tions.

5 Results

In this section, we will discuss one example verse from each meter
type and report the output produced by our algorithm when the
verse was given as input to MIT. The original verse is shown in De-
vanāgarı̄, the input below it, and the output next in SLP1 encoding.

5.1 A samavr
˚

tta verse in Vasantatilakā meter

;�a;na;nd;ntua n�a;a;�a;ta;�a;na;pua;¾a;a ya;
a;d va;a .~tua;va;ntua
l+»m�a;aH .sa;ma;a;
a;va;Za;tua ga;.cC+.tua va;a ya;Tea;�;m,a Á

º;dùÅ;aE ;va va;a ma:=+¾a;ma;~tua yua;ga;a;nta:=e va;a
nya;a;yya;a;tpa;TaH :pra;
a;va;.ca;l+.�////�a;nta :pa;dM na ;D�a;a:=+aH Á Á

nindantu nItinipuRA yadi vA stuvantu
lakzmIH samAviSatu gacCatu vA yaTezwam.

adyEva vA maraRamastu yugAntare vA
nyAyyAtpaTaH pravicalanti padaM na DIrAH..

The verse is in vasantatilakA meter which is a
samavftta.
The metrical patterns are...
......pAda 1:::::::::
Parsed String : ni nda ntu nI ti ni pu RA ya

di vA stu va ntu
Syllable weights : g g l g l l l g l l g l g g
Gana Pattern : t B j j g g
No. of Syllables : 14
......pAda 2:::::::::
Parsed String : la kzmIH sa mA vi Sa tu ga cCa

tu vA ya Te zwam
Syllable weights : g g l g l l l g l l g l g g
Gana Pattern : t B j j g g
No. of Syllables : 14
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......pAda 3:::::::::
Parsed String : a dyE va vA ma ra Ra ma stu yu

gA nta re vA
Syllable weights : g g l g l l l g l l g l g g
Gana Pattern : t B j j g g
No. of Syllables : 14
......pAda 4:::::::::
Parsed String : nyA yyA tpa TaH pra vi ca la

nti pa daM na DI rAH
Syllable weights : g g l g l l l g l l g l g g
Gana Pattern : t B j j g g
No. of Syllables : 14

5.2 An ārdhasamavr
˚

tta verse in Vegavatı̄ meter

.sma:= :vea;ga;va;t�a;a v.ra:ja:=+a;ma;a :ke +:Za;va;vMa;Za:=+vEa:=+�a;ta;mua;gDa;a Á

.=+Ba;sa;a;�a gua:�+.nga;¾a;ya;nt�a;a :ke +:�a;l+.�a;na;ku +.úêÁÁ*+;gxa;h;a;ya .ja;ga;a;ma Á Á

smara vegavatI vrajarAmA
keSavavaMSaravEratimugDA.

raBasAnna gurUngaRayantI
kelinikuYjagfhAya jagAma..

The verse is in vegavatI meter which is a arDasama-
vftta.
The metrical patterns are...
......pAda 1:::::::::
Parsed String : sma ra ve ga va tI vra ja rA

mA
Syllable weights : l l g l l g l l g g
Gana Pattern : s s s g
No. of Syllables : 10
......pAda 2:::::::::
Parsed String : ke Sa va vaM Sa ra vE ra ti mu

gDA
Syllable weights : g l l g l l g l l g g
Gana Pattern : B B B g g
No. of Syllables : 11
......pAda 3:::::::::
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Parsed String : ra Ba sA nna gu rU nga Ra ya
ntI

Syllable weights : l l g l l g l l g g
Gana Pattern : s s s g
No. of Syllables : 10
......pAda 4:::::::::
Parsed String : ke li ni ku Yja gf hA ya ja gA

ma
Syllable weights : g l l g l l g l l g g
Gana Pattern : B B B g g
No. of Syllables : 11

5.3 A vis.amavr
˚

tta verse in Lalita meter

na;yua;gMa .sa;k+:a:=+yua;ga;lM ..ca Ba;va;�a;ta ..ca:=+¾Ma txa;t�a;a;ya;k+:m,a Á
ta;du ;
a;d;ta;mua:�+:ma;�a;ta;�a;Ba;lR +.�a;l+.tMa ya;
a;d Zea;Sa;ma;~ya Ka;lu :pUa;vRa;tua;�ya;k+:m,a Á Á

nayugaM sakArayugalaM ca
Bavati caraRaM tftIyakam .

taduditamurumatiBirlalitaM
yadi Sezamasya Kalu pUrvatulyakam .

The verse is in lalitam meter which is a vizama-
vftta.
The metrical patterns are...
......pAda 1:::::::::
Parsed String : na yu gaM sa kA ra yu ga laM

ca
Syllable weights : l l g l g l l l g g
Gana Pattern : s j s g
No. of Syllables : 10
......pAda 2:::::::::
Parsed String : Ba va ti ca ra RaM tf tI ya

kam
Syllable weights : l l l l l g l g l g
Gana Pattern : n s j g
No. of Syllables : 10
......pAda 3:::::::::
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Parsed String : ta du di ta mu ru ma ti Bi rla
li taM

Syllable weights : l l l l l l l l g l l g
Gana Pattern : n n s s
No. of Syllables : 12
......pAda 4:::::::::
Parsed String : ya di Se za ma sya Ka lu pU

rva tu lya kam
Syllable weights : l l g l g l l l g l g l g
Gana Pattern : s j s j g
No. of Syllables : 13

5.4 A mātrāvr
˚

tta verse in Āryā meter

kx +:S¾aH ;a;Za;ZuaH .sua;ta;ea mea va;�+:va;ku +:l+.f;a;�a;Ba:=+a;&+.ta;ea na gxa;he Á
»a;¾a;ma;
a;pa va;sa;tya;sa;a;
a;va;�a;ta .ja;ga;a;d ga;ea;�.�a;Ma ya;Za;ea;d;a;ya;Ra Á Á

kfzRaH SiSuH suto me
vallavakulawABirAhfto na gfhe .

kzaRamapi vasatyasAviti
jagAda gozWyAM yaSodAryA ..

The verse is in AryA meter which is a mAtrAvftta
......pUrvArdha:::::::::
Parsed string : kf zRaH Si SuH su to me va lla

va ku la wA Bi rA hf to na gf he
Syllable weight : g g - l g l - g g - g l l - l l

g - l g l - g l l - g
Pattern : J 4 J 4 J j J g
No. of morae : 30
......uttarArdha:::::::::
Parsed String : kza Ra ma pi va sa tya sA vi ti

ja gA da go zWyAM ya So dA ryA
Syllable weight : l l l l - l g l - g l l - l g l

- g g - l - g g - g
Pattern : J 4 J 4 J l J g
No. of morae : 27
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Recall that the pattern shown for mātrāvr
˚

tta meters is differ-
ent from the varn. avr

˚
tta meters; the pattern is explained in Table 2

(p. 332) and at the end of §4.3 (p. 332).

5.5 Performance

To determine how useful the tool would be on a real dataset, we
evaluated the program’s performance on all of the verses in Pūrn. a-
bhadra’s Pañcākhyānaka (Hertel 1908) extracted from the Sanskrit
Library’s digital edition of the work (Scharf 2011). The database
of these verses consists of 1031 verses, 291 of which contain 23
types of metrical patterns other than Anus.t.ubh. This database,
which also includes the name of the meter of each verse, served
as the gold standard for our evaluation. We used our tool to iden-
tify the metrical pattern corresponding to each verse. MIT cor-
rectly recognized 1018 out of the 1031 verses (98.7%) and 287 out
of the 291 non-Anus.t.ubh verses (98.6%). There were no cases in
which a meter was recognized incorrectly. On the contrary, our
tool discovered several data-entry errors in our digital text and in
the annotations of meter types that we then corrected by reference
to the original printed edition.

We analyzed the 13 verses in our database whose meters were
not identified to discover the reasons behind the failure. Our gold-
standard identified 9 of the 13 verses not recognized as Anus.t.ubh,
3 as Upajāti, and 1 as Śārdūlavikrı̄d. ita. For the last and for one
of the Anus.t.ubh verses, our meter definition did not include the
exceptional parameter described in §3.1 that permits syllables to be
considered short even if they occur before one of the four conjunct
consonants kr, pr, br, or hr (that is, r preceded by k, p, b, or h).
Our tool included only the most restrictive definition of Upajāti
meter Apte, Gode, and Karve (1957–1959: Appendix A, p. 4a) list
according to which the meter consists of any combination of pā-
das in the two meters Indravajrā and Upendravajrā. However, other
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definitions they mention permit combinations of Indravaṁśā and
Vaṁśasthā, Smr

˚
ti and Śruti, and indeed combinations of any sama-

vr
˚

tta meters. Our tool did identify combinations of Indravaṁśā and
Vaṁśasthā in two of the unidentified meters, and a combination of
three samavr

˚
tta meters in one of the unidentified meters. Of the

remaining 8 Anus.t.ubh meters not recognized by our tool, 3 have
an extra syllable in one pāda, 3 contain a prohibited sagan. a pattern
in the 5th through 7th syllables of the first or third pāda, 1 contains
a prohibited nagan. a pattern in the 2nd through 4th syllables in the
first pāda, and the last unidentified verse lacks a required jagan. a
pattern in its second pāda. In every case in which the meter of a
verse was not identified, our tool correctly identified the metrical
pattern of each pāda individually.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we described a tool for the analysis of Sanskrit
prosody and identification of meter type. The tool covers a wide
range of meters and has been successfully tested on a considerable
number of verses. The evaluation of this tool over a database of
1031 verses from the Pañcākhyānaka gave impressive results with
greater than 98.6% accuracy.

At present the tool is limited by the ability to recognize just
the 661 meters in our database. Future work involves extending
our database to cover all kinds of meters and to deal with certain
peculiarities. As an example of one such peculiarity, various meter
definitions specify restrictions on the position of a caesura (yati)
and require that the preceding Sanskrit word end before it. For
example, the Śārdūlavikrı̄d. ita meter has 19 syllables in each pāda.
An additional condition is that there is a caesura after 12 syllables
and that the preceding Sanskrit word end prior to it. To recog-
nize whether these conditions are satisfied requires a parser able
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to determine word boundaries. In future work we would like to
integrate the output of a text segmentation tool such as the San-
skrit Heritage Reader (Huet 2005; Huet and Goyal 2013) with our
system in order to check this condition.

Among meters not adequately handled in our tool at present
are Vedic meters. Generally Vedic meters conform to classical
definitions for meters bearing the same names regarding the num-
ber of syllables per pāda but not regarding the patterns of light and
heavy syllables. In other cases, the definition of a meter in Vedic
differs from its classical definition. For example, the Gāyatrı̄ meter
in Vedic has three pādas each of which consists of eight syllables
whereas in the classical definition it has four pādas of six syllables
each.

As mentioned in the previous section, our tool is currently over
restrictive in the realm of Upajāti definitions. Likewise, only a few
of the several Āryā meters have been implemented. There are sev-
eral subdivisions of Āryā meter such as Gı̄ti, Vaitālı̄ya, Vaktra and
Mātrāsamaka with different metrical patterns. We plan to include
Vedic meters, additional Upajāti patterns, Āryā subdivisions and
other metrical patterns in future work.

Although the Web version of the program currently handles
just one verse at a time, a command-line version of the program
run locally is able to analyze any number of verses in a file. We
intend to provide this facility on the Web as well.

At present, if a string of text without line markers is submitted
for analysis, it is assumed to be a pāda of a samavr

˚
tta meter and

the program quits if a matching samavr
˚

tta metrical pattern is not
found. We intend to add procedures to subdivide the string into
lines and pādas to check for possible matches to other types of
meters as well. In this way one could submit any string to discover
whether it is metrical or not. After implementing this feature, we
plan to test MIT against a known database of non-metrical text to
see whether it falsely identifies metrical patterns. We also have
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plans to extend our tool to highlight probable spelling mistakes in
the input verse.

The tool has many potential applications other than identifying
the metrical pattern of an input verse. The feature of discovering
whether an input text contains any metrical pattern could have ap-
plications to syntactic parsing. As Scharf, Goyal, Ajotikar, and
Savardekar describe in the preceding paper in this volume, poetry
and prose differ significantly in their syntax. If a tool could deter-
mine whether the input text is prose or poetry, it would improve
the performance of dependency parsers if they provide a different
set of penalties for poetry than they do for prose.
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